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Vinnie Paz Quotes

       The half moon on the bank of the river's devotion. That's the stab
wound, born from the killer emotion 
~Vinnie Paz

They say I drink too much... The only problem that I have is that I
THINK TOO MUCH! 
~Vinnie Paz

Lucifer is God in the public school system 
~Vinnie Paz

Luck is when skill meets opportunity. 
~Vinnie Paz

I'm the god of war, the resurrector of the horror-core. The carnivore,
destroying you wasn't hard at all 
~Vinnie Paz

Anyone who ain't family is opposition 
~Vinnie Paz

I talk alot about death so I should do it soon... Maybe under the cold
breeze of a bluish moon 
~Vinnie Paz

A nation of intellectuals, a nation of thugs Jesus is hate, a nation of
Satan is love! 
~Vinnie Paz

I'm a warrior, I went into jail for the drama. I'm the story of the terrorist
cell of Osama 
~Vinnie Paz

I'm puttin' pressure on you kids like I'm a soccer mom. 
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~Vinnie Paz

I had a void, God. Filled with whores & with blunts. I ain't have choice
God I was born in the slums 
~Vinnie Paz

I wanna never have birth and fail as a father. I would never want the
illness that killed in my Nana 
~Vinnie Paz

My whole persona is vodka bottles and marijuana The hope in Nana
was rockin', inspired from my Mama 
~Vinnie Paz

I hold the ratchet unorthodox. Pernell Whittaker, I'm duckin' all sorts of
shots 
~Vinnie Paz

My blood G cold, never seen my dad cry. And I'm a bleed your block til
the cash dry! 
~Vinnie Paz

Yo, I'm god incarnate. From the grimiest back blocks. Pazienza lyrical
equivalent of Sasquatch 
~Vinnie Paz
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